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Abstract
Sushi is one of the popular and widely consumed Japanese cuisines in Malaysia. Vibrio vulnificus, Vibrio cholerae and
Vibrio parahaemolyticus are the most deleterious fish borne pathogens for humans. Although the occurrence of few other bacterial
pathogens has been tested in sushi, the presence and survivability pattern of V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus
in Ready-to-Eat (RTE) sushi in Malaysia have not been investigated thoroughly. Therefore, the possible threat to food safety
associated with the consumption of contaminated sushi remains poorly detected. We addressed this research gap by enumerating
V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus in RTE sushi using a low-cost multiplex Most probable number-PCR (MPNPCR) system. The MPN-PCR counts were studied and the viability pattern of the target bacteria under three different storage
conditions was presented. A total of 70 sushi samples were analyzed and 16 (22.86%), 8 (11.43 %) and 4 (5.71%) samples were
found to be positive for V. parahaemolyticus, V. vulnificus and V. cholerae, respectively.
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associated with sushi consumption. Likewise, several studies have
reported the association of consumption of sushi with the infection
of bacteria [7-10] including V. parahaemolyticus [11] and V.
cholerae [12].

Sushi is one of the most popular and widely consumed
Japanese cuisines and is prepared with cold cooked rice by
acidifying with vinegar. It is made into bite-sized pieces with
different toppings including raw or undercooked fish or seafood [1].
The distinct feature of sushi is the advantage of direct consumption
of fresh raw fish or seafood without further cooking [2]. However,
the Australia-New Zealand Food Standards Code labels “sushi”
as a potentially hazardous food because raw fish is known to
carry diverse pathogenic microorganisms and so consumption
of raw fish could pose potential health risk [1]. Moreover, the
preparation process of sushi involves minimal heat treatment and
direct hand contact of the chefs and thus increases the likelihoods
of contamination [3]. Although maintaining the low temperature
of food storage has been considered to reduce the possibility of
bacterial contamination, several occurrences including Salmonella
outbreaks of Singapore [4], Escherichia coli outbreaks of Nevada
[5], Salmonella outbreaks of Australia [6] have been found to be

The abundance of Vibrio species in raw fish and marine
products implies that these are potential reservoirs [13].
Among the pathogenic species, V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V.
parahaemolyticus are the most commonly encountered in raw
fish [14,15]. Many Asian countries, including Japan, China, and
Taiwan consider V. parahaemolyticus as a common cause of
foodborne illnesses whereas in the United States it is recognized
as the principal cause of human gastroenteritis related to seafood
consumption [16]. Transmission of V. cholerae, a causative agent
of cholera, occurs from their aquatic niches to humans via seafood
or various contaminated foods or water [17]. V. vulnificus has been
reported to cause primary septicemia in humans with a high fatality
rate (50-60%) due to consumption of raw or undercooked seafood
like raw oysters [18]. Consumption of food contaminated with
these Vibrio species can cause a large number of other diseases
that include but not limited to traveller’s cholera, diarrhea, bloody
diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, wound infection, abdominal pain,
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severe gastroenteritis and fever in healthy and immune-suppressed
people [19].
It is recommended that freezing and storing seafood at
-20 °C (-4 °F) or below for 7 days with subsequent refrigeration
(below 5 °C) for a maximum of 12 h could prevent the bacterial
contamination. However, serving and consumption should be
within 2-4 hrs once taken out from the sustained temperature
[4,20]. Nevertheless, the efficacy of deep-freezing in preventing
microorganisms depends on the interrelationship between various
factors including the freezing temperature, time duration needed to
freeze the tissues, the fish fat content, the type of bacteria and the
density of the bacteria [14].
However, despite having pressing needs, no study to date has
examined the occurrence and the viability pattern of V. vulnificus,
V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus in RTE sushi in Malaysia. For
the first time, we evaluated 70 sushi samples under three different
sets of conditions, namely, the original state, 4-5 h storage at room
temperature, and 7 days of freezing, as practiced in sushi catering
service worldwide, and then established the survivability pattern
of these target vibrios in sushi.
The conventional culture-based methods for detection of
microorganisms are non-specific, time-consuming, and laborious
[21,22]. Therefore, rapid and easy detection is a present-day demand.
In recent years, several simplex PCR [23,24] and multiplex PCR
[25-27] methods have been reported for the detection of several
Vibrio species. However, none of these techniques could estimate
their concentration as well as could discriminate the presence of
viable and dead cells. Various MPN-PCR techniques have been
documented to identify V. parahaemolyticus [28,29], V. cholera
[30,31], and V. vulnificus [31,32].
The Most Probable Number (MPN) method was introduced
to identify and quantify the microbial load effectively based on
probability [33]. This technique is especially applied for detecting
low-level microbial contamination as well as enumerating the live
cells [34]. Nowadays, multiplex MPN-PCR assay has got huge
attention due to its multi-target detecting capability in a single assay
platform, curtailing identification time and cost [35]. Recently, we
have documented a multiplex MPN-PCR assay able to enumerate
the live cells of these three target vibrios in a single reaction tube
[33]. The present study incorporates the reported multiplex MPNPCR method for enumerating vibrios in frozen sushi and to assess
their viability pattern. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first report on multiplex MPN-PCR counts to provide an insight
into the pattern of occurrence of V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V.
parahaemolyticus in frozen sushi sold in Malaysian supermarkets.

Materials and Methods
Sample collection
Different types of Ready-To-Eat (RTE) frozen sushi (n=70)
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were purchased from various supermarkets in Selangor and
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia between 11:00 am and 2:00 pm in 10
days (Table 1). All the samples were kept in the stomacher bag
and placed into insulation box with ice packs for carrying to the
laboratory. The samples were transported from the market to the
laboratory within 1 h and then processed for subsequent analysis.
Each sample was assigned to an identification code to maintain a
database of the isolates and equally divided in three portions for
subsequent analyses.
No.

Types of Sushi

ID

Number of
Sushi

1

Fresh Salmon

FS1-10

10

2

Aburi Salmon

AS1-10

10

3

Jelly Fish with Chinese Sauce

JFCS1-10

10

4

Inari Tuna

IT1-10

10

5

Inari Kani Mayo

IKM1-10

10

6

Black Ebiko

BE1-10

10

7

Chuka Tako

CT1-10

10

Total

70

Table 1: List of sushi samples.
Sample preparation
Each sample was equally divided into three portions
inside the laminar flow using foil paper for subsequent analysis
with proper care avoiding chances of contamination. The first
portion of the sushi samples was analyzed within the first hour of
processing to check the microbial load at the point of sale using the
optimized multiplex MPN-PCR method. The second portion was
stored at room temperature for 4-5 hrs and the bacterial growth
was assessed under normal environment in order to monitor any
increase in microbial load without refrigeration after few hours of
sushi purchase. The third portion of samples was stored frozen at
-20 0Cfor 7 days and microbial load was measured subsequently
in order to observe if the recommended 7 days of freezing could
prevent the microbial growth and ensure the food safety of sushi
[4].
Preparation of controls
Positive controls were prepared according to a method
established by Teh et al. [36] with some minor modifications.
Briefly, a single colony of each V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V.
parahaemolyticus was inoculated in 1 mL of Luria Bertani (LB)
broth, supplemented with 3.0% NaCl, and incubated overnight at
37 °C. An aliquot of 100 μl from each of the overnight cultures
of the three vibrios was spiked with 5 g of the fresh sushi sample
and was incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. After
homogenization with 45 mL of the Alkaline Peptone Water
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(APW), the spiked sample was incubated overnight at 37 °C. A 10fold serial dilution (10-1 -10-9) was carried out. An aliquot of 100
μl of each diluted portion was boiled, centrifuged and the resultant
supernatant was used as DNA template for direct PCR analysis. On
the other hand, a pair of primers (used from previously published
literatures) which amplified 187 bp site from pQE-30 plasmid
were used as an Internal Amplification Control (IAC) [37]. Sterile
deionized water was used as the template in the PCR negative
control.
In this study, a two-step enrichment procedure that has been
evaluated to be more efficient than one step enrichment [38], was
applied. In the first step, 10 g of each sample was added to 90 ml
of Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB; BactoTM, France) supplemented with
3% sodium chloride (NaCl; Merck, Germany) and the mixture was
homogenized followed by pre-enrichment through incubation at
37 °C for 6 h before further analysis was done. In the next step, the
dilution of the pre-enriched samples was done from 10-1 to 10-7 in
Salt Polymyxin Broth (SPB; Nissui, Japan) followed by incubation
of the tubes at 37 °C for 14 to 16 h. Following enrichment, PCR
assay was carried out with diluted samples which were found
turbid and the concentrations (MPN g-1) of viable microorganisms
present in the raw fish samples were determined from the
calculation applying computer-assisted Microbiological Methods
& Bacteriological Analytical Manual (BAM) [39].

Forward: 5′-CAGTAAAGAAACGACCAAACTC-3′; Reverse: 5′
-TGCCAGTTTCGATGATGCCG-3′ [42] and for V. parahaemolyticus, Forward: 5′-AGCAAGTTTCGATGATGCTG-3′; Reverse:
5′-ACCAGCAACCAAAACTTTCGCT-3′ [42]. The primers for
V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus amplified 338 bp and 409 bp
PCR products from pntA gene whereas those for V. vulnificus amplified 205 bp amplicon from vvhA gene. The multiplex PCR assay
was carried out in a total of 25 µL reaction volume comprising of
5 µL of 5× PCR buffer, 1.0 µL of 10 µM of each primer, 1.0 µL of
10 mM dNTP (deoxynucleoside triphosphate) mix, 3.0 µL of 25
mM MgCl2, 0.125 µL of Taq polymerase (5U/µL), 2.0 µL of DNA
template (50 ng/ µL) and 2.0 µL of IAC template and required
amount of ddH2O. A negative control was made by replacing template DNA with deionized water. The cycling parameters consisted
of initial denaturation at 94 °C for 4 min followed by 35 cycles
of denaturation at 94 °C for 1 min, annealing at 60 °C for 1 min,
extension at 72 °C for 1 min and the final extension at 72 °C for 5
min. For separation, the PCR products were loaded in 2% agarose
gel stained with Florosafe DNA stain (First Base, Selangor, Malaysia) followed by electrophoresis at 120 V for 80 min in 1 × TBE
(Tris borate-EDTA) buffer. The gel was visualized using a Gel
Documentation system (AlphaImager HP, Alpha Innotech Corp.,
California, USA). A 50 bp molecular size marker (Promega, USA)
was used to assess the fragment length. All experiments were performed in three different trails and the mean value was chosen for
the result. All the PCR analyses were repeated twice.

DNA extraction

DNA sequencing

The boiled cell method [40] was applied for the extraction
of DNA from all turbid tubes. Herein, some modification of the
boiled cell method was made to eliminate any inhibitory effect in
subsequent PCR analysis. Briefly, 1 ml of clear food homogenate
was taken in a 1.5 ml microfuge tube and then centrifuged at
12,000 rpm for 3 min. After discarding the supernatant, the pellet
was re-suspended in 100 µL of 1X PBS buffer of pH: 7.4 and
centrifugation was carried out again at 12,000 rpm for 2 min.
This washing step with 1X PBS buffer was repeated once and
the supernatant was discarded. A 100 µL of sterile distilled water
was added to the pellet, boiled for 10 min and snapped cooled in
ice. Then, the cell suspension was re-centrifuged at 13,400 rpm
for 3 min. Approximately 80 µL of supernatant containing the
crude DNA was transferred to sterile micro-centrifuge tube and
preserved at -20 °C for future use.

Purification of PCR products was performed using a PCR
purification kit (First Base, Selangor, Malaysia) followed by
visualization of the samples in 1.5% agarose gel by applying about
1 μl purified samples. The purified PCR products were sequenced
bi-directionally in an ABI PRISM 96-capillary 3730xl genetic
analyzer (Applied Biosystems, USA) using BigDye® Terminator
v3.1 cycle sequencing kit [43].

Enrichment

Multiplex PCR
In this study, species-specific primers were used from previously published literatures. The sequences of the primers for identifying the vibrio species are given below: For V. vulnificus, Forward: 5′-TTCCAACTTCAAACCGAACTATGAC-3′; Reverse:
5′-ATTCCAGTCGATGCGAATACGTTG-3′ [41], for V. cholerae,
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MPN analysis
MPN counts (MPN g-1) were calculated based on the
Microbiological Methods & Bacteriological Analytical Manual
(BAM) [39] to monitor the occurrence of V. vulnificus, V. cholerae,
and V. parahaemolyticus in frozen sushi samples.
Results and Discussion
Commercially prepared RTE sushi products available in
Malaysian supermarkets were targeted because raw sushi prepared
in restaurants or at home are consumed within a short time of
preparation, unlike the commercially prepared RTE frozen sushi.
The time and temperature profiles during preparation and storage
of industrially prepared sushi until consumption are critical with
respect to both shelf life and food safety [44].
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Detection of vibrios using multiplex PCR
Multiplex PCR for V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus along with IAC was optimized for the sushi samples following
our previous work [33]. For the detection of V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus, the house-keeping gene pntA coding for a transcription
factor regulator was utilized. While, vvhA gene, responsible for coding for a transmembrane transcription activator for hemolysis and
cytolysis were used to detect V. vulnificus. Through the use of an IAC, a non-competitive internal amplification control, the reactions
indicating a negative PCR result could easily be interpreted as there was a constant generation of a control signal by the IAC when
there were no other targets [45]. To run as positive control, spiked samples having reference strains of V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and
V. parahaemolyticus were used in all stages of the assay in order to eliminate the anticipation of any false negative result. On the
other hand, a negative control was used to avoid anticipation of any false positive result. Sequencing of species-specific amplicons for
V. cholerae, V. parahaemolyticus, and V. vulnificus revealed 99% similarities with the respective reference strains and this validates
successful amplification of DNA fragments. Furthermore, the MPN-PCR outcomes reveal the presence of vibrios in sushi at the selling
point and display the viability pattern of those bacteria surviving after 4 - 5 h and 7-days of freezing (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Distribution of MPN-PCR count of V. parahaemolyticus (a), V. cholerae (b), V. vulnificus (c) in refrigerated sushi obtained by
Multiplex MPN-PCR. Run-on time (X-axis) “1” stands for the initial state of sell while “2” and “3” represent the states after 4-5 h and
7 days of freezing, respectively. The mean values of all three trails are used.
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Enumeration of target vibrios in sushi
Out of 70 sushi samples, 16 (22.86%), 8 (11.43 %) and 4 (5.71%) samples were found to be positive for V. parahaemolyticus, V.
vulnificus and V. cholerae, respectively, at the selling point. Following 4-5 h of storage at room temperature (25-27 0C), 20 (28.57%), 9
(12.86%) and 4 (5.71%) samples were found positive for V. parahaemolyticus, V. vulnificus and V. cholerae, respectively. Furthermore,
after 7 days of freezing at -20 0C, 7 (10%), 6 (8.57%) and 3 (4.29%) samples were found to contain V. parahaemolyticus, V. vulnificus
and V. cholerae, respectively (Table 2 and Figure 2). The microbial loads of V. parahaemolyticus, V. cholerae and V. vulnificus were
determined in positive samples in three different storage conditions. The concentrations of V. parahaemolyticus, V. cholerae and V.
vulnificus were found 9.79 x 10-1 - 9.17 x 102, 2.49 x 101 - 1.36 x 102 MPNg-1 and 2.49 x 101 - 4.22 x 102 MPN g-1, respectively, in the
initial state of sell while those were 1.12 x 100 - 5.36 x 103, 6.36 x 101 - 1.66 x 102 MPNg-1 and 1.95 x 101 - 5.36 x 103 MPN g-1 respectively
following 4 - 5 h of storage and 7.36 x 10-1 - 5.88x101, 1.22 x 100 - 1.95 x 101 MPNg-1 and 9.79 x 10-1 - 2.49 x 101 MPN g-1, respectively
after 7 days of freezing. A sharp rise in the microbial loads (MPN g-1) was observed after leaving the sushi for 4-5 h at room temperature
while the bacterial concentrations declined after 7-days of freezing period, although the sushi samples were not found entirely pathogen
free.

Figure 2: Percentage of the target vibrios in the sushi samples in three different storage conditions.
Species
VP
VC
VV

n
70

Trail 1
+
16
4
8

Original State
Trail 2
%
+
%
22.8 16 22.9
5.7
4
5.7
11.4
8
11.4

Trail 3
+
%
16 22.9
4
5.7
8
11.4

Following 4-5 hrs. storage
Trail 1
Trail 2
Trail 3
+
%
+
%
+
%
20 28.6 20 28.6 20 28.6
4
5.7
4
5.7
4
5.7
9
12.9
9
12.9
9
12.9

Following 7 days Refrigeration
Trail 1
Trail 2
Trail 3
+
%
+
%
+
%
7
10
7
10
7
10
3 4.3 3 4.3 3
4.3
5 7.1 5 7.1 5
7.1

Table 2: Occurrence of V. parahaemolyticus, V. cholerae and V. vulnificus in RTE refrigerated sushi in three different conditions.
Survivability of target vibrios in sushi in three different storage conditions
The variation in time and storage conditions was assessed to evaluate the changes in bacterial growth upon storage at room
temperature and the recommended 7-days of freezing period. The distribution of MPN-PCR count of V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V.
parahaemolyticus in refrigerated sushi obtained by MPN-PCR is shown in Figure 1 (A-C). The MPN-PCR values (MPN/g) were placed
over several ranges (Y-axis) in terms of log10 and the run-on time (X-axis) of each of the vibrios was calculated. It can be speculated
from the plot that the microbial load was increased after leaving the sushi for 4-5 h at room temperature which is optimal for bacterial
growth and it posed an increased health risk to the consumers. The recommended 7-days freezing period [46] reduced the bacterial
growth but it could not make the sushi entirely pathogen free.
The survivability patterns of target bacteria in the analyzed sushi samples indicate that the transmission of these bacteria could occur
from their aquatic niche to humans either through the ingredients used to prepare the food or through supply chain cross-contamination
[47]. Factors such as handling, processing and display along with the storage condition may influence the microbiological safety of these
RTE food [48]. Vibrio can multiply rapidly in elevated temperatures [16] and survivability assessment of these target bacteria in three
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different conditions should be considered to ensure the food safety.
The first portions were analyzed in the first hour for determining
the occurrence of the target bacteria in the original state of the
sushi. According to Borresen [49], doubling time of vibrios under
ideal conditions can be less than 10 min. Therefore, the second
portions of the sushi samples were stored in room temperature
(26-27 °C) for 4 -5 h to determine their microbial load. This is to
simulate the situation when a consumer consumes the food after
several hours of buying without maintaining temperature below 5
°
C. Factors including handling, processing and display along with
storage might have an influence on the microbiological load of
these ready-to-eat foods at the point of sale or consumption [48].
Considerable augmentation in microbial load was recorded in this
phase of the study revealing a potential health risk to the consumers.
The primary control measure for Vibrio is to prevent multiplication
of the organism. Hence, freezing and storing seafood at -20 °C
(-4 °F) or below for 7 days is recommended to avoid the rise in
microbial load [46]. Therefore, the other portions of the samples
were frozen prior to the analysis following the recommendations
and a drastic decline of microbial loads was recorded in the tested
sushi samples. The result showed that freezing significantly
reduced the microbial growth but failed to make the sushi totally
free of pathogens. According to Randa et al. [50], in winter season,
V. vulnificus occurs in low number because the bacteria stay at
viable but non-culturable (VBNC) state at low temperature and
the microbial presence in the sushi samples even after 7 days of
freezing could be associated with this survival strategy of bacteria.
Moreover, the use of MPN-PCR assay instead of the cultural
method or conventional PCR approaches facilitated the detection
of VBNC bacteria through the two-stage enrichment approach that
resuscitates the sub lethally injured bacterial cells and permitted
the determination of bacterial presence under all stages of bacterial
growth, unlike the conventional culture-based method [33].
Previously, Hara-Kud et al. [51], reported a comparisonbased study between MPN-PCR method and MPN-culture method
to enumerate V. vulnificus in seafood and found that MPN-PCR
showed higher sensitivity than MPN-culture based method. Many
studies have reported the presence of different bacteria in sushi.
Puah et al. [10], reported the presence of 26% Staphylococcus
aureus, and 16% Salmonella enterica in 200 sushi and sashimi
samples in Malaysia based on their phenotypic profiles and PCR
analysis. Atanassova et al. [7] compared the microbial quality of
the freshly prepared sushi from sushi bars and RTE frozen sushi
from supermarkets and found that the industrially prepared sushi
has better microbiological quality than that of freshly prepared
sushi. In another study, Liang et al. [52], demonstrated the
microbiological quality of take-away raw salmon finger sushi sold
in Hong Kong and suggested that improper handling of ready-toeat foods may lead to outbreaks of food poisoning. Jain et al. [5],
reported a disease outbreak associated with sushi restaurants in
Nevada in 2004 due to the possible presence of enterotoxigenic
6
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Escherichia coli. Besides, Suppin et al. [53], found Yersinia sp. and
Listeria sp. in 5% and 3% of samples, respectively from the sushi
samples in Vienna. Likewise, 53 people in nine states of USA have
been reported sickened with Salmonella Paratyphi B in an outbreak
after consumption of sushi with raw tuna. This outbreak was linked
with frozen, pre-packaged raw tuna indicating that freezing might
slow down the growth of Salmonella but cannot ensure the killing
of bacteria [54]. Therefore, the microbiological quality of the
sushi was found questionable as reported in previously published
articles and our findings also strongly support this.
The current study quantified the occurrence of the three major
vibrios that was performed in single assay platform combining
PCR and MPN methods and revealed their viability pattern in three
different conditions. Moreover, this study attempts to demonstrate
the importance of handling precautions during the preparation and
subsequent storage of RTE food in Malaysia. It also highlights the
significance of implementing Food Safety Management Systems
based on Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point to ensure safe
intake of the popular food sushi.

Conclusion
Contamination of sushi with Vibrio species has direct impact
on public health and the occurrence of V. vulnificus, V. cholerae
and V. parahaemolyticus in RTE Malaysian sushi reflects that they
can be an imperative source of food-borne illness if not prepared in
a hygienic condition and stored properly. The integrated approach
by incorporating MPN techniques in multiplex PCR assay is
highly promising with enhanced efficiency for quantitative
detection of multiple species in a single assay platform. The
present findings highlight the magnitude of public health risk
associated with V. vulnificus, V. cholerae and V. parahaemolyticus
borne diseases attributed to routine intake of raw fish carrying
these bacteria. Moreover, the survivability pattern demonstrates
that the recommended freezing cannot prevent the bacterial
growth entirely. The increased microbial load of the vibrios in
sushi after 4-5 h of storage at room temperature clearly indicates
the possibility of health risk if consumed in that state. At least 7
days freezing at -20 0C with subsequent storage at below 5 0C till
serving could control the bacterial growth. Therefore, freezing and
storing seafood at -20 0C or below for 7 days, as recommended to
avoid the rise in microbial load, should be strictly maintained and
monitored to ensure that sushi is safe for consumption.
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